API’s Volume Correction Factor Software

Get what you paid for.
Get paid for what you deliver.

API’s Volume Correction Factor (VCF) Software lets you calculate net corrected volume quickly and easily.

Based on API’s popular Manual of Petroleum Measurement Standards, Chapter 11.1, Volume Correction Factors, the VCF Software can be used to calculate net corrected volume for virtually all petroleum liquid inventory control and custody transfers throughout the world.

Because petroleum and petroleum products change hands so frequently, volume correction plays a critical role in your day-to-day operations. By simplifying the performance of industry-standard volume correction factor calculations, API’s VCF Software provides the API approved method for buyers and sellers to accurately and dependably reconcile transfers and inventories of petroleum using the API® temperature and pressure Volume Correction Factor standard, Chapter 11.1 (Adjunct to ASTM D 1250-04 and IP 200/04).

If you have questions, we have answers.

Order your VCF Software today and let API’s Volume Correction Factors help you get the job done right.

With just a few clicks of your mouse you’ll be able to tell exactly what you’re paying for. And exactly what you’re delivering.

Here’s what API’s VCF Software can do for you:

- Quick and easy VCF factor determination for storage tank inventory records, custody transfers, and petrochemical laboratory testing.
- Audit verification of VCF factors used for field measurement tickets.
- Provide an option to books of VCF tables.

Here’s who needs API’s VCF Software:

- Production, pipeline, refining, marketing, and marine transportation companies
- Petroleum accounting/audit managers
- Wholesale marketing terminal operators
- Aviation fuel suppliers
- Marine inspection companies
- Petrochemical laboratory technicians
- Federal oil and gas leasing and Defense Department agencies
- Engineering services companies
- Power and other industrial plant facilities engineers
- Technical book stores and libraries

Order your VCF Software today!

Available through: IHS
Phone Orders: 1-800-854-7179 (Toll-free/U.S. and Canada) 303-397-7956 (Local and International)
Fax Orders: 303-397-2740
Online Orders: www.global.ihs.com

API Product Number: H11013
Price:
- Single User $473.00
- 2 to 10 Users $709.00
- 11 to 50 Users $919.00
- 51+ Users $1,391.00

For more information, contact:
Ed Baniak
Measurement Associate
American Petroleum Institute
1220 L Street, NW
Washington, DC 20005-4070
USA
E-mail: standards@api.org
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